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Self-Expandable Metal Stent as a Bridge to Surgery for Obstructing Colonic Cancer: Still a Hot Topic for Debate

Próteses Metálicas Auto-Expansíveis Como Ponte para a Cirurgia no Carcinoma Colo-Retal em Oclusão: Um Assunto Ainda em Debate
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common tumor in women and the third in men and accounts for 10% of all types of tumor worldwide.1 The incidence of malignant large-bowel obstruction (MLBO) in colorectal cancer patients ranges from 8 to 14% and it is usually associated with a poor prognosis.2-3

Over the last decades many retrospective studies, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and also systematic reviews have been published on the subject of colonic stenting for MLBO.4-9 However, the management of this severe clinical condition remains controversial.

Mainly, there are two major indications for colonic stenting in CRC: palliation of advanced disease and preoperative decompression in potentially curable patients. The former is considered an undoubted recommendation with well-established advantages comparing to surgery, such as shorter hospitalization period, lower intensive care unit admission rate and shorter time interval to start chemotherapy.7,10,11

The latter, after the initial enthusiasm related to the advantage of allowing avoidance of a colostomy along primary resection of the tumor, with postpone transit reconstruction (Hartmann procedure), has been questioned because of reported evidence of poorer outcome of these patients. In fact, the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) guidelines12 recently published advocate that colonic self-expandable metal stent (SEMS) placement as a bridge to elective surgery is not recommended as a standard treatment of symptomatic left-sided malignant colonic obstruction (strong recommendation, high quality evidence). They also state that this option should only be considered in patients with potentially curable obstructing left-sided colonic cancer who have an increased risk of postoperative mortality, that is, an American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status ≥ III and/or age >70 years.12

In fact, the role of stenting for patients who are operative candidates is a subject of continuous debate. Some authors consider that surgical palliation, radiation therapy or even attempted resection may be a better option for those who are relatively healthy with advanced local disease. Importantly, two of the seven RCTs comparing preoperative stenting with emergency resection for left-sided MLBO were prematurely interrupted due to adverse outcomes in the stent group, namely colonic perforation.13,14 This unfavorable event is of crucial importance in patients with potentially curable CRC as it may compromise the oncological outcome of those patients with a high recurrence rate. Pirlet et al.13 observed 33% of bowel perforations (overt and in the resection specimen) and also highlighted an elevated rate of stent technical failure (53%). The Dutch Stent-In study group also described the high proportion of colonic perforation estimated as 19%.14

These observations supported the recommendations of the ESGE guidelines mentioned before. Nevertheless, these guidelines have been questioned in a recent publication by Kim et al. These authors disagree with the ESGE conservative recommendation regarding SEMS as a bridge to surgery in MLBO scenario.15 Throughout a brief critical appraisal of the RCTs6,8,9 considered by the ESGE recommendations, Kim
et al. highlight that in only one of the RCTs evaluated it was shown a statistical difference in disease-free survival between preoperative stenting versus emergency resection.

Moreover, this idea is supported by a recently published meta-analysis that analyzed 11 studies and depicted that long-term and well-described short-term outcomes suggest that colonic stenting as a bridge to surgery could be a promising alternative strategy for patients with MLBO.

Meanwhile, a Danish nationwide cohort study reported a higher 5-year recurrence risk in the SEMS group (39% vs. 30%), but with similar 5-year overall survival rate. Whether the increased recurrence risk of patients with colonic stenting compared to those that performed primary surgery is a result of perforation or other prognostic factors, it is still unknown.

Besides this conservative recommendation made by the ESGE guidelines, the panel of European experts also completely agree that "the results in the literature on the oncological outcomes of the use of SEMS as a bridge to surgery are still inconclusive". Nevertheless, the guidelines development group considered that, due to the limited and conflicting long-term oncological data, the uncertainty of using SEMS as a bridge to surgery is superior to its benefits. In fact, the meta-analysis of Huang et al. confines the advantages of SEMS to only three outcomes: higher primary Anastomosis rate, lower stoma rate and fewer postoperative complications.

In this issue, a retrospective study is published by Costa Santos et al., entitled: "Self-Expandable Metal Stents for Colorectal Cancer – From Guidelines to Clinical Practice". The authors analyzed the efficacy and safety of stent placement in a total of 36 patients, with 75% of them with colonic stent placement as a bridge to elective surgery. Interestingly, the authors concluded that a significant rate of perforation was observed (22.2%) and most of them diagnosed only during surgery (83.3%). This is also a key message of this article, as the rate of colonic perforations might be underestimated in this population as most of the times they are subclinical and are only identified after histological examination of the surgical specimen.

This retrospective work emphasizes the need for more prospective real life studies in this field in order to establish which of these approaches is "hitting the right note".
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